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ABSTRACT 
Given two matrices A and B over an arbitrary field for which AX = B is 
consistent, we determine all possible ranks for solutions X of AX = B. Given one 
solution X, we furthermore determine all possible ranks of other solutions of this 
matrix equation. We then apply the results to determine when a given n X nm matrix 
&’ with first nl columns B occurs as a controllability matrix ~8 = (B, AB,. , A" 'B) 
for some A. We determine all matrices A that generate IQI and find all their possible 
ranks and some bounds on their sparsity structure. 
INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper we shall consider matrices over an arbitrary field 
F. In the first part, we take A to be an m X n and B an m X p matrix. We 
shall determine all possible ranks of n X p matrices X that solve AX = B. 
This matrix equation is of classical origin. Unfortunately, MacDuffee [l] 
treats it only with oue paragraph on p. 89. More recent papers are by 
MarsagIia and Styan [2] and Porter [3], which give very few references, and 
none at all for our type of questions. In the first part we shali consider two 
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killtls of questions regarding the rank of a solution X to i\S = H: 
First ;UI N priori question: 
(I) Given the ranks of A and B, what ranks are possible for a solution 
matrix S of AX = R? 
Note that we shall not deal with the issue whether AS = H is solvable at all; 
refer to Porter [:3] for the complete answer. 
;\ ml secondly an u postcriori question: 
(II) (liven one solution X of AX = H, what other ranks are possible fol 
different solrltions? 
It is qllestion (II) that will prove most useful in the second part of this 
paper. We shall briefly recall the following conventions from linear control 
theory. (Please note that the matrices A and R used in the second part of the 
paper will generally not be identical to the matrices A and H in the matrix 
eqllation AS = H of the first part. By abuse of language, we shall use the 
sa~ne letters in different contexts.) A system of the form i = Ax + Hu 
de\c&es a linear control system where x is the state vector in n-space, A is 
the tt x II system matrix, u is the control vector in Ill-space, and H is an 
II x t)i matrix. The controllability of such a system is governed by properties 
of the strc2lled controllability matrix (B, AR,. . . , A” ‘N), which is 12 X ( 11n1 ); 
see e.g. Wonham [4, Chapter 1.11. For a given n X m matrix H we want to 
apply the results answering question (II) to find all system matrices A that 
give rise to the same controllability matrix (R, AH,. . . , A” ‘R) and hence 
exhi\)it the same controllability properties. We shall determine all their 
possil)le ranks and some bounds on their possible sparsity structure. 
THE EQU:1TION AX = R AND THE RANK OF SOLUTIONS X 
The complete answer to the type (I) question is the following: 
rank H ,< rank X < min( 12 + rank H - rank A, p), 
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The right hand inequality follows from Corollary 6.1, Inequality (3.9) in 
Marsaglia and Styan [2]. We will give a short independent proof. 
Au~c?f. If rank A = 1, then without loss of generality we can reduce A by 
eqiiivalence PAQ to the matrix A’ which has I, in its upper left corner and 
zeros elsewhere. Assuming AX = B to be solvable, the equation AX = H is 
equivalent to 
AX’= Z, 
( i 0 ,,1 x !I 
= 
I, x p 
where the x, are p-dimensional row vectors. Here rank A’ = rank A = 1, 
rank H’ = rank R = k < 1, rank X’ = rank X. Clearly rank X’ = rank X > k = 
rank H, since there must be k linearly independent row vectors among the 
s,, . , x,. Furthermore there are at most min( n - 1, p - k) further choices to 
make some or all of the remaining rows x, t i,. . . , x,, linearly independent 
together with the original k linear independent ones. n 
To deal with question (II), we can use Theorem 1 together with a result 
from Marsaglia and Styan [2, Corollary 6.2, Equation (3.14)] which states that 
rank X = rank R + dim( ker A f’ range X ) 
if AS = H. 
THEOREM 2. Z,et A he un rn X n nlatrix und B he an 1~1 X p ndrix. Zf 
AS = H for sotne X with rank X = I, dimkerA = k, cd dim(kerA n 
range X ) = r, then there exist solutions X of AX = B for cl11 runks y with 
I-r<q<min(p,l+(k-r)) 
untl for no other runks. 
Proof. If AX = B, then from Theorem 1 rank B < rank X < 
min( n + rank B - rank A, p). In our case it follows from the above-quoted 
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reslllt of hlarsaglia and Styan [2] that rank B = I- r while n + rank A - 
rmkA=r~+(l-r)-(n-k)=I+(k-r). n 
THE GENERATOM OF A GIVEN CONTROLLABILITY MATRIX 
Given an II x tm matrix ~2 whose first 111 columns form an n x IN 
matrix H, we ask the following questions: 
( 1) when is there an n X n matrix A with contr( A, B) := 
( 13. AH,. , A” ‘R ) = d; if there is one, how can one find such A; 
(2) how are all such A determined; 
(3) what anks and sparsity structures are possible for all A with 
colitr( ,1 H) =rd. :, ‘ 1 
Let us introduce the following notation. We set SJ = (B, &‘(,), where the 
n x nl matrix B is given as the first rn columns of ~4, and JS’~) has n rows 
(Y. E R(“m’).“’ and (n - l)m columns 9Li E R” for j = l,..., n; i = l,..., 1 
(n - 1)m. If ~2 =(B, AB ,..., A”.-‘B) =(B, A, ,..., Anml), then clearly 
;1( H, It ,, .) A,, 3) = (AH, AA,,. , AA,, ?) = (AB, A’B,.. ., A” ‘H) = 
(A I’..., A,, l)=s-/,, ubere each A, is an n X 111 matrix. 
Setting 
aI1 (II - I)UI x 11 matrix, we have A&l‘= JS$, or dIA7’ = &,/‘. Hence ques- 
tions al)ollt the generators A of a given controllability matrix lal are a special 
ca\e of the matrix equation AX = B. Given s’, then .M, and SS’, are known. 
\i’e caii determine 
by solving &,clq’= a;‘ for i = 1,. . . , fi. 
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DEFINITION. We call an n x WI) matrix JY with first ))I col~~~ns H a 
c~c)trtrolltr/,ility t,lntrix if there is arl n x n matrix A with contr( A. A) = .@‘. 
Thus \\-e have developed answers to the first two questions on our list: 
THEOREM 3. sl is a controllability matrix iff for the associated dC, and 
dI the system .dIX = d(,’ is consistent; equivalently, iff each system 
d,~~=~~isconsistentfori=l,...,n. 
THEOREM 4. Assunle YQI = (B, d(,) is a controllability matrix. lf 
dimker&,= k, d= contr(A, B) f or one n x n A u;ith rank A = 1, and 
dim (kerdol, n range AT) = r, then there exist matrices a with contr( A, B) = 
d of a11 ranks q such that 
I-r<q<l+(k-r). 
The proof follows from Theorem 2 by setting A = J.@‘,, S = fir, and 
H = ” &I<, and noting that 17 = p in this case. Thus I + (k - r ) = rank A“+ 
dim ker&, - clim(kerz2, nrauge A”) = dim(ker&, + range A“) < 11 = ~1, ant1 
\ve need not consider a minimum. 
Dealing with possible sparsity, we have: 
Prooj: Let contr( A, B ) = d. Take a basis of kerd,, write it rowwise, 
and row redlice. Since dim kerd9, = k, there will he k “leadi~rg one” vectors 
itr kerd,. Hence they can be used successively to zero out corresponding 
CO~IIIIII~S of the initial A. Hence for any y < k there is a matrix :i with 
colrtr( .I, R ) = B’ having at least C/ zero cohumns. n 
(;OROLL..\RY. Let B? he u controllubility nutria wit/z dimker&‘, = k. 
7‘11(vr tlww vxi.yfs vwtrices A uncl A tiith rank A < n - k cud rank A > k nnd 
cot1tr( ‘1. H) = contr( A, R) = d. 
Proof. Since by the previous theorem J.Y can be generated by an A with 
k zero columns, we have an A with rank A < n - k. Moreover if dim ker _&1 
= k, then in view of the previous proof one can find A with at least k 
linearly independent columns and contr( A, R) = J$. n 
If 1t1 = 1 (or H = 11, a vector), or if there is only one control for the system, 
the11 l11ore can be said about the possible ranks of matrices A generating the 
II X 11 coi~trollal~ility matrix 2@: 
Proof. If ti = contr( A, I?), then by definition the rank of ~8 equals the 
degree of the vanishing polynomial of the vector I? for A. This degree is less 
than or eqllal to the degree of the minimum polynomial of A, since it is the 
“gloljai” vanishing polynomial for A. By considering A in rational canonical 
forllr it easily follows that the degree of the minimum polynomial of A is in 
ttlrn less than or equal to 1 + rank A. Thus rank A > rank & - 1. From the 
corollary to Theorem 4, rank -PI, = r implies that there are exactly II - r + I 
tlifferertt ranks occurring for generators A of s’. 
111 (a) rank &’ = k < n - 1 forces rank S!‘~ = k as well. So II - k + 1 con- 
aeclitive integers between k - 1 and 11 must occur as rauks of generators A. 
‘I‘~II\ every rank between k and n - 1 must occur, and either one generator 
;\ Irr[ist have rank n or one of rank k - 1 must exist for &. 
In (1,) with rank J&’ = n we have rank -al, = n - 1, and hence two differ- 
ent rank generators must exist, each of rank > rL - 1. W 
The case rank ~2 = n plays an important role in control theory: a pair 
(A, R) with rank contr( A, B) = n is called “controilable.” One can para- 
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phrase Theorem 6(b) thus for m = 1: If (A, h) is controllable, then its 
controllability matrix X? = contr( A, b) can always be generated by a nonsin- 
gnlar matrix. This statement, however, has no analogue for n x m matrices H 
with m>l: 
EXAMPLE. Note that z2 = (12,02)2X4 = contr(O,, IB) is a controllability 
matrix with rank z2 = n = 2. But A = 0, is the only system matrix that can 
generate S? from B = I,. Here I, and 0, denote the 2 x 2 identity and zero 
matrices respectively. 
The concepts of controllability matrix. controllable pair, etc. can be folmd 
in any modern book on linear control theory; see e.g. Wonham [-I]. We kno\\ 
of IIO literatllre regarding the generators of a controllability matrix. 
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